"A nurturing environment where we all learn and aspire together"

"To be the best we can"

EARLY YEARS COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE POLICY 2018-2019
The United Nations Convention of Rights of the Child (CRC) is at the heart of our schools planning, policies, practice and ethos. As we work towards becoming a Rights Respecting school as we not only teach about children’s rights, but also model rights and respect in all relationships. Linked to articles 3, 19, 32, 33 (CRC).

The classroom environment will provide and stimulate children with rich language experiences. This will encourage them to listen and participate in all classroom activities and discussion, and build on the language that children bring to school. The curriculum will incorporate communication, language and literacy development in planned activities in all areas of the early years.

**Early Years experience will:**

a) Enable children to talk together in pairs or small groups without a teacher or other adult being present e.g. during role play, providing opportunities to develop spoken English.

b) Encourage questioning/describing/reviewing and clarifying e.g. during grouptimes.

c) Encourage children to listen to others e.g. Circle time.

d) Encourage children to take turns during discussions.

e) Provide children with individual opportunities for regular conversations with teachers/adults e.g. recalling events and explaining demands.

f) Ensure that each child is given the opportunity to contribute at his/her own level in a variety of situations e.g. regardless of ability/home language. Children with specific language needs will be supported in their own appropriate way. (Tamil group for story and focus groups)

g) Generate discussion and give children opportunities to predict and analyse outcomes, through problem solving situations within all areas of the nursery curriculum.

h) Provide situations for children to use and experience another language e.g. stories and listening to other children.

i) Give children opportunities to speak, listen and understand in a variety of ways e.g. role play situations, giving orders, negotiating etc.

j) Provide children with continuously building language experiences to increase their vocabulary e.g. adult role models giving support, negotiation.

k) Close team work between, where appropriate, bilingual workers, speech therapists and/or members of staff.
I) Implement the advice or strategies recommended for individuals to support their language development.

m) Support those children with speech and language problems and implement their support programs to ensure optimum progression.

**Provision will include:**

- A language rich environment offering many experiences encouraging spontaneous speech.
- Use of speech and language support (Colourful Semantics) as part of daily provision.
- A reading area where children can share books with adults and peers and retell familiar stories. The area should also include a tape recorder with taped stories and accompanying books.
- Stimulating displays with dual language, to encourage discussion and response.
- A role-play area to encourage the secure practice of language and its uses.
- Adults present to support children with their language acquisition.
- Daily group times to promote questioning and discussion as well as encouraging turn taking.
- A finding-out, sand/water area (nursery) to promote discussion, prediction and description coming from the investigative process.
- General classroom occurrences that give rise to spontaneous discussion and naming of things, brought about by day to day interaction within the nursery e.g. when spilling paint, going to the toilet, seeing bulbs sprouting.
- Buy-in speech and language support for targeted children.

The provider should anticipate and ensure all opportunities to promote speaking, listening and understanding are met across all areas of the Early Years Curriculum wherever possible.